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A three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has rejected a lawsuit by
cancer patients and their doctor seeking access to psilocybin—the main psychoactive
compound in psychedelic mushrooms—to help treat end-of-life depression and anxiety.

The patients and Seattle-based palliative care physician Dr. Sunil Aggarwal sued the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA) in March, after the agency sent a letter saying there was
no way for his clinic, the Advanced Integrative Medical Sciences (AIMS) Institute, to dispense
a synthetic form of the psilocybin under state and federal right-to-try (RTT) laws. The laws
allow patients with terminal conditions to try investigational medications that have not been
approved for general use.

In a published opinion �led Monday, the Ninth Circuit panel dismissed the suit on procedural
grounds, writing that the court lacked jurisdiction because DEA’s letter was not a reviewable
decision.

“In short,” the opinion says, “AIMS’s issue is not with the DEA’s letter, but with the CSA’s
criminalization of psilocybin use, subject to narrow exemptions. An advice letter recognizing
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that Congress has not yet made an exception to the CSA to allow for the legal use of psilocybin
for therapeutic purposes is not an agency decision.”

Lawyers for the patients had argued that DEA’s guidance effectively left patients with no path
forward — a position that DEA’s own attorney seemed to agree with.

“As the agency indicated in its letter,” Thomas Pulham, a Department of Justice Appellate
lawyer, told the panel at oral argument in September, “there’s no procedure available under
the Right to Try Act, because the Right to Try Act does not provide the agency any authority to
waive the requirements of the Controlled Substances Act.”

Pulham argued that if the AIMS Institute and its patients were to proceed with psilocybin
therapy and face enforcement action by the DEA, they could raise their right-to-try arguments
at that point.

Attorney Kathryn Tucker, who represents plaintiffs in the case, told Marijuana Moment in a
statement Monday that the team will continue to push for access under right-to-try laws
through other means.

They next intend to �le both a petition for rescheduling and a waiver request—paperwork
designed to force the DEA to issue a decision that Tucker said will more clearly constitute a
�nal agency action, “so that the merits can be reached in judicial review if necessary.”

The arguments on the merits themselves are strong, she argued: “DEA must accommodate
duly enacted state and federal Right-to-Try laws, as mandated by the Controlled Substances
Act. The Petition for Rescheduling offers DEA an alternative and equally compelling way to
create a pathway so that terminally ill patients can access to psilocybin. Time is of the
essence.”

Last spring, a bipartisan group of attorneys general from eight U.S. states and the District of
Columbia sided with the cancer patients in an amicus brief, noting the therapeutic potential of
not only psilocybin but also also currently illegal drugs such as MDMA.

“Here, dying patients seek access to promising new treatments still in the investigative
process—access expressly permitted under both state and federal law—to help them live in
peace,” the top state of�cials wrote.

The challenge also drew supportive amicus briefs from both the American Civil Liberties
Union and the conservative Cato and Goldwater institutes.

Last month, a bipartisan group of members of Congress sent a letter urging DEA to let
terminally ill patients have access to psilocybin.

At September’s oral arguments, Washington State Deputy Solicitor General Peter B. Gonick
appeared alongside attorneys for the plaintiffs to argue that psilocybin �t the criteria for use
under right-to-try laws.

“It is entirely consistent with the purpose and language of the state and federal right-to-try
laws to include any controlled substances that have completed Phase 1 trials, including
Schedule I controlled substances,” he told the panel. “It’s entirely inconsistent with the right-
to-try laws to prevent patient access to these treatments.”

Congress and more than 40 states have the laws. In Washington, lawmakers passed a law
unanimously in 2017 allowing terminally ill patients access to treatments that have passed
Phase 1 of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)’s approval process.

“The average time, Phase 1 to FDA approval, is seven to 10 years,” Gonick told judges.
“Congress and 41 states determined that was just too long for some patients suffering life-
threatening illnesses.”

While judges expressed skepticism during the arguments of DEA’s stance that the federal Right
to Try Act and state laws offered no path forward for patients, they were also quick to indicate
their wariness to review the case at all.
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Less than 10 seconds after arguments began, Judge Ryan D. Nelson suggested that the court’s
lack of jurisdiction was “the beginning and the end of the case.”

“They wrote, seeking instructions on how to proceed,” he said of the AIMS Institute’s request
for DEA guidance on regarding right-to-try laws. “So if they sought instructions, how can a
response for instructions ever be a �nal order?”

In effect, that was the same conclusion the panel reached in Monday’s opinion. DEA’s letter,
the opinion says, “did no more than point to the plain language of existing law.”

In a footnote in the ruling, the court noted that advocates “have recognized that a legislative
approach is necessary” to expand access to psilocybin, pointing to Oregon voters’ passage in
2020 of a measure legalizing therapeutic use and adding that “several cities have made the
enforcement of psilocybin use low priority.”

As evidenced by state-level cannabis reform, however—and indeed by Washington’s own right-
to-try law—such policies may be insuf�cient to overcome the barriers of federal prohibition.
Neither state-level marijuana legalization nor right-to-try laws undo Schedule I restrictions
under the CSA. That’s led clinicians like Aggarwal and others in a dif�cult spot.

“Given that the interests of terminally ill patients are at stake, where the advance of illness
makes time short, there is an urgency for DEA’s action,” attorney Tucker said in Monday’s
statement. “We hope congressional interest in this matter will continue, and possibly include
Congressional Oversight Hearings.”

Meanwhile in Washington, state lawmakers are set to take up a bill in committee this week
that would legalize what the legislation calls “supported psilocybin experiences” by adults 21
and older. The measure would establish a legal, regulated psilocybin industry available to all
adults of legal age under the support of a trained and state-licensed psilocybin service
administrator.

“Under supported adult use, psilocybin services are made available to people 21 and older for
nearly any purpose,” Mason Marks, a senior fellow and project lead on the Project at
Psychedelics Law and Regulation at Harvard Law School, who helped author the bill, said in a
blog post about the bill. “The Act speci�es that clients need not have a medical condition to
participate, and psilocybin services in Washington will not constitute medical diagnoses or
treatment.”

In a statement after the bill was introduced, Aggarwal of the AIMS Institute told Marijuana
Moment that the bill had “too many details to comment on” but called it a step in the right
direction.

“I would like to see some kind of fast track pathway created for those who may have shortened
life expectancies and will not be able to wait the 18 months that are proposed [in the bill] for
rule making and implementation.” he said. “There is no need to reinvent the wheel or make
this terribly onerous.”

Seattle recently became the largest U.S. city to decriminalize psychedelics following a City
Council resolution in October.

Washington lawmakers last legislative session considered a bill that would have removed all
penalties for possession of relatively small, “personal use” amounts of drugs and instead
invested in treatment and recovery services. While that legislation died in committee,
lawmakers from both parties acknowledged at the time that the state’s drug control apparatus
was broken.

Shortly thereafter, the state Supreme Court overturned Washington’s felony law against drug
possession completely, sending lawmakers scrambling to replace the law. Ultimately they
approved a modest reform, reducing the state’s felony charge for drug possession to a
misdemeanor and earmarking more money for treatment. But the law’s criminal penalties will
expire in 2023, an effort to encourage lawmakers to revisit the policy.
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RELATED TOPICS:

Jurisdictions across the country are increasingly removing or reducing penalties around drug
possession and consumption, especially when it comes to psychedelics. Since Denver in 2019
became the �rst U.S. city to decriminalize psilocybin mushrooms, a number of states and
municipalities have made similar changes.

Oregon voters passed a pair of initiatives in 2020 to legalize psilocybin
therapy and decriminalize possession of all drugs, and Washington, D.C. voters approved a
ballot measure that year to deprioritize enforcement of laws criminalizing psychedelics.

Other states have passed more moderate measures, for example Connecticut, which last year
passed a law requiring the state to carry out a study into the therapeutic potential of
psychedelics. Texas also adopted a law last year to study the bene�ts of psychedelics for
military veterans.

California made a push to legalize psychedelics possession last year, and while that measure
was put on pause, the bill’s sponsor says he has plans to move it across the �nish line this
year. Lawmakers in other large states, including Florida and New York have recently �led
psychedelics reform bills.

In terms of right-to-try laws, meanwhile, a new Republican-led bill in Missouri would expand
that state’s right-to-try law to allow residents with serious illnesses access psychedelic drugs
such as psilocybin, ibogaine and LSD.

How federal prosecutors would respond to legal psilocybin in Washington state is still an open
question. The new bill notes that of�cials will attempt to meet with federal prosecutors in the
state “to discuss this chapter and potential federal enforcement policies.”

Colorado Activists File Competing Psychedelics
Legalization Ballot Initiative For 2022

About a week after Colorado activists filed revised versions
of 2022 ballot initiatives to legalize psilocybin and create
“healing centers” in the state, a second campaign has
submitted their own competing proposal to legalize
psychedelics. Activists with Decriminalize Nature Boulder
County filed the new, one-page initiative on Friday. It

would allow adults 21 and older … Continue reading
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Ben Adlin is a Seattle-based writer and editor. He has covered cannabis as a journalist since 2011, most recently as
a senior news editor for Lea�y.
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Maryland Lawmakers Vote To Put
Marijuana Legalization Referendum
On November Ballot

Top Federal Drug Agency Funds Research On
Differing Legal Marijuana Regulatory Models

POLITICS

Published 11 hours ago on February 21, 2022
By Kyle Jaeger 

The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) is renewing its push to promote federally funded
research into marijuana as more states enact reform—speci�cally expressing interest in
studies on differing cannabis regulatory models that are in place across the country.
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In a notice of interest published on Friday, the agency outlined the types of study proposals it
hopes to fund and gave instructions to researchers on how to apply. NIDA said the guidance is
informed by recommendations from a workgroup it set up to explore the issue in 2018.

The study solicitation is nearly identical to one NIDA put out in 2019, but that earlier notice
expired last month. Evidently the agency is committed to seeing these research objectives
through and has renewed them with the new �ling.

NIDA’s notice is meant to “encourage grant applications on the effects of changing cannabis
laws and policies in the US and globally on public health ” it said

CONTINUE READING

Colorado Lawmaker Presses For Marijuana
Science Review To Look Fairly At Benefits As
Well As Harms

POLITICS

Published 12 hours ago on February 21, 2022
By Marijuana Moment

“Just putting this information together and putting it into the form that is useful is an
extraordinarily large task.”

By Faith Miller, Colorado Newsline

Researchers have made “a great deal of progress” on reviewing available evidence of high-
potency marijuana products’ health effects, the dean of the Colorado School of Public Health
told state lawmakers Friday.

The scienti�c review is required under 2021 legislation, House Bill 21-1317, that sought
to address concerns from parents about potential harms of edibles, wax, oil and other
products that contain concentrated THC, the psychoactive molecule in marijuana.

To conduct its review, a team at the School of Public Health is �rst compiling data from
existing evidence-based research into the effects of high-potency pot products. The team’s
initial report is due July 1. HB-1317 provided $1 million per year for three years for the School
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Police Keep Arresting People For Drugs Even
As Incarceration Rates Drop, Pew Study
Finds

POLITICS

Published 14 hours ago on February 21, 2022
By Kyle Jaeger 

Even as states have adopted less punitive drug policies—with an emphasis on treatment over
incarceration—police have continued to arrest people for illegal substances at a steady rate, a
new analysis from the Pew Charitable Trust found.

The report details several interesting trends in drug policy and enforcement that developed
from 2009 to 2019. Researchers identi�ed “divergent enforcement trends—high rates of arrest
but substantially reduced incarceration—coupled with a lack of treatment options and high
mortality rates among people with illicit drug dependence.”

There are a few data points that advocates are encouraged by: lower rates of incarceration,
fewer arrests over cannabis as more states have adopted legalization laws and reduced racial
disparities in drug enforcement overall, for example.

But while local, state and federal policies have shifted over past couple decades—and more
prosecutors being encouraged, or proactively taking steps, to not criminalize people over
substance related issues police evidently aren’t getting the message
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